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John P. DuLong, #4003, Ph.D.
with the collaboration of
Rene Jette, Ph.D.
PART IV: EVALUATINGTHE MANUSCRIPT

In evaluating the Louvlers manuscript It Is Important to differentiate between the concern for proving
Its rel1abil1ty and val1dlty versus Judging If It adequately documents the l1nkage between the de Marie and
Bournel de Thlembronne familles--the gateway to European royalty. As Indicated In the endnotes throughout
the translation, there are several secondary printed sources that confirm much of the information presented
In the Louvlers manuscript. In fact, we were unable to find any significant contradiction between the Louvlers
manuscript and the publ1shed sources that was not resolved after carefully evaluating all the available
Information. We therefore Judge that the Louviers manuscript Is a credible document. Although the Louvlers
manuscript contains clues regarding the connection between the de Marie and the Bournel de Thlembronne
families, It faHs to clearly establ1sh the relationship between the families. There are still a number of disturbing
contradictions that require consideration. Ultimately, the problems associated with the de Marie and Bournel
de Thlembronne connection must be resolved by conducting research in original sources In France.

Doubts Concerning the Evidence
Because of the sHence of the Louviers manuscript on points of Interest to modern researchers there
remain several unsettl1ng contradictions regarding the de Marie and Bournel de Thlembronne connection. Let
us deal with each of them In turn:

1.

Pere Anselme In the Malson royale states that Gille Bournel was married to a Louis, Seigneur de MarIe,
and not to a Jean de Marie.'

We know from the Louvlers manuscript that J ehan de Marie had a half-brother named Loys or Louis.
We also know that this Loys was married to Jeanne de Lettes and not to Gille or Gillette Bournel de
Thlembronne.
Furthermore, Guillaume or Gullle de Marie, the eldest son of Jehan de Marie and Gilles de
Thlembronne was a Seigneur of part of Thlembronne.
If Gilles was really married to Loys de Marie, then It is
unlikely that his nephew would receive any part of his wife's estate. The fact that Anselme shows the
husband's name as Louis rather than Jean should not be taken as a serious contradiction.
It might only be
a mistaken reading of the original evidence he used but did not cite. We need to trust the Louvlers manuscript
only in so far as it accurately discusses the grandparents (Jehan de Marie and Gilles de Thlembronne) and
great-grandparents
(Gullle de Marie and Jehan de Thlembronne) of the manuscript's sponsors (Waast and
Nicolas de Marie). In this case, the livre de raison Is supported by the, albeit weak, information In the d'Hozler
Cabinet de Tltres, Dossiers Bleus, vol. 429.
No genealogical work, Including both Anselme's Malson rovale and the Louvlers manuscript, Is free of
errors. However, where there are differences In names, as In the case of de Merle and de Lettes rather than
de Marie and Delettes, the Louviers manuscript usually corresponds In general outline to Anselme's work or
actually surpasses it In some details. Nevertheless, until we know exactly how Anselme documented that Gille
Bournel was the daughter of Jean Bournel and the wife of the Seigneur de Marie we will feel Insecure. Once
the de Marie famHy's connection to this Jean Bournel de Thiembronne Is accepted the l1nk to a royal ancestry
through the noble houses of Croy, Craon, and Flanders Is easily proven using standard sources.'
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Although the de Marles are mentioned as holding a sub-fief at Thlembronne, the information in
Leroux's Histoire de Thiembronne Indicates that it Is Nicolas de Marle and his son Jean de Marie, and
not Guillaume de Marie, who held a sub-fief.3

Anyone relying solely on Leroux's work would be misled because he only transcribed a portion of Ihis
1477 "Role of FIefs of the BoulonnaIs." La Gorgue-Rosny did a full transcrIption of It and besides the above
Information he also mentions a second Jean de Marie and a Lancelot Marlet (or Maries).' This second Jean
de Marie could possibly be the husband of Gilles or Gillette Bournel de Thiembronne and the father of
Guillaume de Marie.' The evidence Is Just not clear enough at this time 10 make a sound distinction.
11
suffIces 10 note that there were several de Marles holding land In Thiembronne near the period we are
interested in. Also, 11Is Interesting to note that there is no Louis de Marie mentioned in the Itst of 1477 fief
holders.
3.

Though there is evidence that the de Marie family was In the same time and place as the BourneI
family, this could be a different family than the de Marie family related to Catherine de Baillon.

The de Maries in the Boulonnais area during the fifteenth century were very Itkely our famlly oflnterest.
The presence or absence of a trailtng "s" on the surname, or for that matter the spelling "Merle" seen In several
sources, are insignificant variations.
Anselme does identify another noble de Marie family, apparently
unrelated, but they held land elsewhere in northeastern France and are easily differentiated from the de Marie
family of Interest.6 Furthermore, the information in the 1477 role of sub-fiefs, La Gorgue-Rosny's work, and
Godbout's findings clearly indicate we have Identified the correct family and placed them in the same time and
area as the Bournel de Thiembronne family.'
4.

Jehan de Thiembronne,
Thlembronne.

Seigneur de Merquenetz,

could be a cousin of Jean II Baumel,

Seigneur de

According to Anselme the property ofThiembronne came Into the Bournel family when Jean I Bournel,
SeIgneur de Pulsseux, living In 133O, married Jeanne, Dame de ThlembronneB
However, he provides no
Information about the Thiembronne family. We know from La Gorgue-Rosny that there were other branches
of the Thiembronne family before 133° and Leroux indicates that there were members of the Thiembronl)e
family thriving after 1330.9 Leroux documents the case of Guillaume de Thiembronne, who was not a Bournel
but might have been the nephew of Jeanne, Dame de Thiembronne.
The impltcatlon Is that Jehan de
Thiembronne, the father of Gilles de Thiembronne, might not be a member of the Bournel family but only a
distant relative.

5.

The SeIgneur de Merquenetz is not also identified as the Seigneur de Thiembronne, de Bauchain, de
Lambersat, etc. According to Anselme, Jean Bournel, the father of Gille Bournel, held these
seigneurieslO

Jehan de Thiembronne is never identified as the Seigneur de Thiembronne in the Louvlers manuscript.
Rather he is referred to as the Seigneur de Merquenetz and Marie les Call one Rlcouart. These two seigneuries
are not associated with the Bournel family in any of the printed sources. We found Merquenetz (Merck-StLievin) adjacent to Thiembronne and identified Marle with Marles-les-Mines
near Bethune and well within the
Bournel family's area of operation.
It is not too unusual for sources to fail to mention all the selgneuries
associated with a particular family. The authors of the Louvlers manuscrIpt mIght have concentrated on the
Baumel seigneuries of interest to the de Marles. They might have simply neglected to mention the other
properties. However, it Is still a concern that the other known Bournel seigneurles In the area are not Itsted.

Furthermore, in 1477 Gulllaume du Bourguel [sic.] was referred to as the Baron de Thtembronne
indicating that It was not a mere seigneuriell
According to Anselme, Louis Bournel, the grandson of Jean
Bournel, used the title of Baron ofThiembronne,
but elsewhere he shows that other family members carrIed
the title Baron de Monchy.'2 The appellation of Barony to Thiembronne IS used haphazardly and it is easy
to understand why someone writing about the family mIght neglect to mention it. There Is simply not enough
known to resolve these seigneurle related problems without further research.
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that have not been

We set out with the Intention of Identit'y1ng every person and place mentioned In the manuscript. We
soon abandoned this Idea when we found well over 175 different people and places. Those that we have
confirmed, such as the de Mallly and de Lettes, are placed In the endnotes. The work of La Gorgue-Rosny has
also helped to clarl(y many people and places.13 There are enough mysteries In this document to keep a team
of genealogists busy for several years. We believed It was more Important to make the translation available to
as many people as possible as quickly as possible. Nevertheless, we believe that we have been able to Identi(y
several Important facts that confirm the manuscript and strengthen Its validity. The spel11ng In the manuscript
might be archaIc and the layIng out of relationships between generations and cousins erratic, but in general
the document appears to be credIble.
7.

The chronology of the Implied successive marriages In the Louviers manuscript
Maries and very tight for the Bournels.

Is very loose for the de

Because the Louviers manuscript lacks dates for all but the last few pages, It Is very difficult to assign
the people mentioned to periods. Also, until we properly Identi(y how the NIcolas de Marle married In 1541
Is related to the other de Maries, the last few pages with dates are unusable. We have to rely on dates--often
vague dates--from other sources to try and lock these people Into a period. Jette has expressed two concerns
relating to chronology. The first concern Is that the Louvlers manuscript might be missing a generation along
the de Marie lineage. Jette estimates that Gullle de Marie's first marriage to Allx de Mallly took place about
1370-1380. They had fifteen children and It Is likely that his second marriage was not unt1l1400-1410.
The
marriage of Jehan de MarIe to Gllles de Thlembronne occurred about 1460-1470. This leaves enough room
for a missing generation. Based on Leroux's Incomplete transcription of the 1477 fief holders, Jette speculated
that a Nicolas de Marie may have been the son of Gullle de Marle and the father of Jehan de Marle.14 The
second concern Is that the length of time between the marriage of Jean Bournel to Julienne de Monchy roughly
around 1430-1440 and the marriage of Jehan de Marle to Gllles de Thlembronne about 1460-1470 might be
too short. 15
The lack of solid chronological data makes It Impossible to solve this problem without further research.
Although the weak date Information we do have casts some doubt on the number of generations, It Is still
conceIvable that the proposed lineage In this paper are correct. Jette has Identified the concept of deplacement
of generations as the phenomena of the same ancestor appearing In different generations.16 For example, a
person might descend Mce from the same ancestor but first In the seventh generation and second In the eight
generation. There are many causes for this generational slippage, such as the birth rank, age at marriage, sex,
timing of marriage, timing of births, etc. However, It Is totally conceivable that a late marriage or parenthood
on the de Marle side of the family and an early marriage and parenthood on the Bournel side would make the
chronology fit. The chronology Is suspicious but not Impossible.
8.

The Louviers manuscript never discusses the socially Important noble houses that Jean Bournel de
Thlembronne descends from, such as the Monchy, Croy, and Craon families.

The Louviers manuscript, as a livre de raison, Is careful to document the prestigious Mailly, Melun
d'Antholng, Hallwin de Plennes, and de Lettes families associated with the de Marle family. Why did the writer
of the Louviers manuscript neglect to mention the Important familIes associated with the Bournel family? This
scrIbe who wrote the first section of the Louvlers manuscript was given the task of recording the de Marie
family's history based on the documents supplied to him and the Information of the Immediate family. This
part of the document shows a preference for relating the family connections of the senior branch of the de
Marle family. However, the Bournel family married Into the Junior branch of the family. Moreover, these
lllustrlous houses are directly connected to the Bournel family and only Indirectly associated with the de Marie
family. It Is difficult to determine how many other prestigious family ties are missIng from the Louvlers
manuscript
on other branches of the de Marle family. The scribe does mention In passIng that the
Thlembronnes are related to the Seigneurs d'Heronval. However, he falls to give any further detail about this
obscure family. His silence about other more lllustrlous connections Is disturbing. The selective nature of the
scrIbe's work should not be the only measure of the possibility that the de Maries are related to the Bournel
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de Thlembronnes.
9.

Neither Anselme nor Ledru mention that Alix de Mallly had a husband

named Guillaume de Marle.17

The de Mailly fam1ly does not directly involve the issue at hand, the de Marle and Bournel de
Thlembronne connection. Nevertheless, it is important because it casts doubt on the accuracy of Anselme as
a comparative source and It does demonstrate the accuracy of the Louvlers manuscript. Anselme made several
mistakes concerning the de Mallly fam1ly. For example, he confuses Colart de Mallly dit Payen as the son of
his brother. Ledru corrects this mistake. However, Ledru only refers back to Anselme when he discusses Alix
de Mallly. Both researchers missed the marriage of Alix de Mallly to Gulllaume de Marie. She was only a
daughter on a minor branch of the main fam1ly. They do not state that she only had one husband, and they
are vague on the name of the husband they do know of for her, N. Froissart, Seigneur de Beaufort. The
Louvlers manuscript correctly suggest that the de Maries are related to the de Beaufort fam1ly through her.
10.

Lastly, this attempt to associate the de MarIe fam1lywlth the Bournel de Thiembronne fam1ly could be
merely the wishful thinking of genealogists bent on proving a royal lineage. It is only the Juxtaposition
of names and places and no real proof.

The leap from the name Thlembronne to Bournel can be criticized as the weakest link In this proposed
pedigree. We know that since Jean Bournel. Seigneur de Pulsseux, married Jeanne, Dame de Thiembronne,
and founded the fam1ly around 1330 that members of the Bournel fam1ly often carried both surnames In a
haphazard fashlonl8 There is much sim1larlty between (1) a Glllette de Thienbronne, from the country of
Flanders, married to a Jean, Seigneur de Marie In Godbout's research, (2) a Damolselle Gllles de Thlembronne
daughter of the nobleman named Jehan de Thiembronne, Seigneur de Merquenets, etc-, married to a Jehan
de Marie In the Louvlers manuscript, and (3) a Gllle Bournel, daughter of Jean Bournel. Chevalier, Seigneur
de Thiembronne, de Bauchain, de Lambersat, etc.. married to a Louis, Seigneur de MarIe in the Malson
rovale.19 We believe that the evidence indicates that Gllles de Thlembronne may Indeed have been a member
of the Bournel fam1ly. However, any attempt to prove it based solely on the Louviers manuscript and the other
sources used in this paper leads to frustrating scholastic arguments such as the set of counterpoints found
here.
Conclusion
In summary, the Louviers document is far from an ideal piece of genealogical evidence. It lacks dates,
places are not clearly identified, and the relationship between people Is not always intelligible. Also, it Is better
In providing information on the more recent generations than the earliest ones. However, it is only the three
generations connecting Catherine de Balllon's de Marle ancestors to the Bournel de Thlembronne fam1ly that
really concern us. All of these shortcomings are to be expected in a ltvre de raison. These drawbacks do not
mean that a ltvre de raison like the Louvlers manuscript is worthless, only that It must be treated with caution
and should be verified by using other sources.
This is all tantalizing speculation and might be accepted by some as an adequate preponderance of the
evidence argument. However, we feel that this pedigree should be treated as a hypothesis that must be further
tested against evidence. Until further evidence Is uncovered in the Cabinet des Titres, notarial and tabellionage
documents, and In late Medieval cartularies we should remain skeptical. If something is genealogically "true,"
then it usually means that other sound supporting evidence In original documents will be uncovered. Given
an abundance of records in a particular locality during a specific period and for the nobility especially, as we
have in this case, we believe such corresponding evidence will eventually be discovered.
Nevertheless, unt1l that evidence is found, caution is advised. Sometime ago, Donald Lines Jacobus
observed: "Unfortunately, as soon as most Americans delve into books that deal with the English gentry and
peerage, their critical faculties seem to desert them entirely."zo We want to avoid the same criticism being
leveled at French-Canadian genealogists researching among the dusty volumes on French nobility. The authors
of this translation have Joined forces with Rene Jette to form the De Marle Royal Connection Research
Association- This private association has taken the Initiative to employ a qualified genealogist In France to
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thoroughly research Catherine de Balllon's royal !tneage. The association plans to uncover supporting
documents for the de Marie and Bournel de Thiembronne connection and eventually to verity the work of
Godbout. These steps must be taken before this royal hypothesis can be accepted beyond the shadow of a
doubt'"' There is always the unsett!tng rea!ttY that a beautifully constructed pedigree can be ruined by the
brutal introduction of raw facts.
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21. For standards of evtdence to use In Judging this pedigree we will follow the guidelines of the Descendants
of the Illegitimate Sons and Daughters of the Kings of Britain, al1as, the "Royal Bastards." This l1neage society
has the most rigorous standards of genealogical evtdence for provtng a royal connection. Walter Lee Sheppard,
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and proofs from circumstantial evidence found In Jette, Tralte, pp. 233-335.

